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INTRODUCTION

The UK nuclear industry needs to attract and reskill a new generation of construction 

professionals to build the proposed fleet of new power plants. The six planned new 

build nuclear projects are massive in scale becoming some of the largest construction 

projects in Europe, and creating up to 25,000 individual job opportunities on each 

site.

The proposed new build programme will be the first construction of nuclear power 

stations in the UK for a generation. The project developers and supply chain 

companies will need to source a suitably qualified and experienced work force with 

experience working on mega projects, from regulated industries, such as oil and gas, 

defence, pharmaceutical, and utilities, and consider how to train new recruits while 

prioritising employment from the communities located locally to each project. 

It is helpful for people new to nuclear to understand where the industry is different 

to other construction sectors due to its unique context, regulation, technology, 

culture and the terminology used. The aim of this e-book is to provide an overview of 

the nuclear sector, the employment requirements for the first of the proposed 

projects Hinkley Point C and to highlight some of the issues that will help engineers 

and construction professionals to secure jobs in the UK nuclear sector. 
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

This e-book is one of a series of publications by A2O People that will help 

candidates seeking job opportunities in the UK nuclear sector. If a career in the 

nuclear construction industry interests you please submit your CV.

You can visit our blog page or register to receive our Newsletter to stay up to date 

on the UK nuclear new build sector and receive valuable tips on how to be 

successful in your nuclear job search. 

To register for our newsletter visit www.a2opeople.co.uk

You can also follow us on social media 
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CHAPTER 1 - THE WORLD NUCLEAR MARKET

The “big five” nuclear generating countries are the United States, France, Russia, 

South Korea and China, who between them generate over 70% of the world’s 

nuclear electricity. At the end of 2016 there were 31 countries operating 402 

nuclear power reactors with a combined installed capacity of 348 GW. This is 32 

fewer reactors than the peak in 2002, while the total installed capacity peaked in 

2006 at 368 GW. 

Only three new nuclear construction projects were started in 2016 down from 

eight in 2015 and fifteen in 2010. The number of units under construction is 

declining, from 67 reactors at the end of 2013 to 58 by mid-2016, of which 21 are 

in China. A typical construction period is 7 years, however significant delays are 

recorded on many sites and the average construction time since 2004 is now 10 

years. 

According to the OECD’s International Energy Agency, global investment in power 

plants was split between renewables (57%), fossil fuels (40%) and nuclear power 

(3%) between 2000 and 2013. The nuclear share of the world’s power generation 

has therefore declined from a historic peak of 17.6 percent in 1996 to a relatively 

consistent 10.8 percent over the last four years.

In the European Union solar and wind generating capacity has increased 

significantly outpacing natural gas plants, while nuclear has decreased over the 

last 15 years. Within the EU France is the largest producer of nuclear power with 

almost 75% of its power derived from nuclear. Belgium, Hungary and the Slovak 

Republic produce over 50% of their energy from nuclear, while Germany has 

made a political decision to phase out nuclear power by 2022. 
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CHAPTER 2 - NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE UK

Nuclear power has been produced commercially since the 1950s with one of the 

world’s first civil nuclear reactors opening at Windscale in the UK in 1956. The UK 

generates electricity with three different types of reactor. Between 1962 and 

1971 the UK commissioned nine Magnox power stations. In addition to this a 

total of 7 Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors (AGR’s), were built between 1965 and 

1988. Construction began on Sizewell B the UK’s first Pressurised Water Reactor 

(PWR) in 1988, and in 1995 the plant started generating electricity. 

In 1990, Nuclear Electric was formed as part of the privatisation process of the 

UK Electricity Supply Industry. In 1996, it was amalgamated into a new company, 

British Energy, consisting of the UK's eight most advanced nuclear plants, seven 

AGR’s and one PWR. The remaining Magnox reactors remained in public 

ownership as Magnox Electric. British Energy was the UK's largest electricity 

generation company by volume, before being bought for approximately £12 

billion in 2009 by EDF Energy (a subsidiary of Électricité de France (EDF)). At the 

peak in 1997, 26% of the UK's electricity was generated from nuclear power. 

Since then a number of reactors have closed and the share has declined to in the 

order of 20%. 

UK Energy Mix 2015
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In 2005 the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) was created to take 

strategic responsibility for decommissioning the UK’s nuclear legacy at the 

Magnox sites and is currently spending over £3 billion per year on the 

decommissioning programmes. Magnox is a nuclear decommissioning Site Licence 

Company controlled by the Cavendish Fluor Partnership, working for the NDA. 

Today, the UK civil nuclear energy industry can be described as consisting of:

1. Generation - 15 nuclear reactors across eight sites generating about 20% of 

the country’s electricity. The list of sites is detailed in the following table.

2. Decommissioning of the older nuclear power reactors, under the supervision 

of the NDA.

3. The proposed nuclear new build projects (six sites are currently planned). 

4. Nuclear facilities producing and reprocessing nuclear fuel. Sellafield is the 

main location for reprocessing and storing spent fuel. 

The locations of the nuclear power plants in the UK is detailed by the Nuclear 

Industry Association on their website http://www.niauk.org/locations-in-the-uk. 

All but one of the stations currently operating are due to go offline by 2028 

driving the need for the UK to invest in new generating capacity.

Power Station Owner / Operator Reactor 

type

Electrical 

output per 

unit (MW)

First power 

generation

Wylfa (single reactor) Shut down in 2015 Magnox 475 1971

Hartlepool (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 595 1983

Dungeness B (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 520 1983

Heysham 1 (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 585 1983

Heysham 2 (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 615 1988

Hunterston B (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 430 1976

Hinkley B (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 430 1976

Torness (two reactors) EDF Energy AGR 600 1988

Sizewell B (single reactor) EDF Energy PWR 1188 1995
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CHAPTER 3 - A NEW GENERATION OF NUCLEAR POWER IN THE UK

There are challenges with each energy source which is leading most countries to 

deploy a balanced mix of energy technologies, while seeking to reduce CO2

emissions in the medium to longer term. 

It is estimated that the UK needs 60 GW of new electricity generating capacity by 

2025, with 35 GW from renewables, 16 GW from nuclear and the remaining 9 GW 

from other thermal sources. Government estimates indicate that £110 billion of 

investment in generation infrastructure is needed between 2015 and 2025. 

The key issues driving UK energy policy include: 

1. Security — Since 2004 the UK has become a net importer of energy.  Many 

countries are seeking control over their energy supplies to reduce 

dependence on imports and minimise the risk of disruption due to political 

or terrorist actions. A European electricity super grid would allow sharing of 

the most efficient power plants, reducing the need for reserve and standby, 

however, this is only likely to achieve interconnection targets in the order of 

10% in the short to medium term.
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2. Environmental — The new build energy mix needs to be low carbon in order to 

limit the global temperature rise caused by Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. 

The UK has legally binding carbon targets that reduce emissions by at least 80% 

by 2050 with an interim target of a 34% cut by 2020. Nuclear is regarded as a 

low carbon energy solution although construction and fuel processing do 

increase the relative impact on GHG emissions. Other environmental 

considerations include the significant amounts of cooling water required by 

thermal power plants (nuclear typically has a high water demand), the control 

of pollutants (air pollutants are a particular concern on fossil fuel plants), and 

the management of wastes, (a particular issue for nuclear radioactive 

materials).

3. System stability — Electricity cannot be stored in meaningful amounts so 

producers have to match supply to demand. Nuclear output is not very flexible, 

so the plants are typically best used to provide a stable ‘baseload’ rather than 

to respond to changes in demand. Renewables (wind and solar) suffer from an 

intermittency problem as they depend on weather conditions and are not 

always available when needed. Wind turbines, for example, only generate 

power at about a third of their capacity, whereas nuclear power plants typically 

operate at more than 85% of capacity. Coal, oil and gas plants are quite flexible 

and can vary their output, as a result they often act as ‘back-up’ for renewable 

sources. 
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4. Affordability — Costs need to be stable and affordable for the consumer. Low 

carbon generation such as nuclear, wind and solar have lower fuel costs, 

although nuclear can have high operating and maintenance costs. Renewables 

and nuclear have higher upfront capital costs, as renewables are often sited 

inconveniently for the transmission networks, require large tracts of land and 

need some form of standby generation, while nuclear has to incorporate 

significant safety and security measures. Capital costs tend to be relatively low 

for fossil fuel power stations whereas fuel costs tend to be high, more volatile 

and are subject to CO2 levies. 

5. Investment —No new low carbon capacity can be delivered within the current 

supply price, in the order of £45 per MWh. Contracts for Difference (CfD) have 

been proposed that fix the future pricing structures creating more certainty 

and stability for both investors and the consumer. Confidence in revenues 

enables investors to commit the upfront costs to construct the plant, lowers 

the financing cost and as the generator takes the risk when the wholesale price 

is high, it ensures long term price stability for customers. The strike price is 

negotiated between operators and the Government, which was set at 

£92.50/MWh for Hinkley Point C, falling to £89.50/MWh when Sizewell C is 

developed. 

6. Timely — Nearly two-thirds of the UK's electricity generating capacity is going 

off line over the next 15 years. While measures that reduce energy demand are 

being implemented new sources of supply are required to reduce any risk of 

energy shortages. A 2014 Ofgem report identified that the electricity margin, 

spare capacity in the system, will fall from 14% to just 3% in 2015/16. 
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The current energy policy of the UK is set out in the 2007 Energy White Paper and Low 

Carbon Transition Plan of 2009, building on previous work including the 2003 Energy 

White Paper and the Energy Review Report in 2006. The policy documents indicated 

that it is in the public interest to give the private sector the option of investing in new 

nuclear power stations. 

Three developers have brought forward plans to develop 16GW of new nuclear power 

which are all adjacent to existing sites.

1. Nuclear New Build Generation Ltd (NNB GenCo), a joint venture between 

France’s EDF Energy and China's General Nuclear Power Corporation (CGN), are 

the Licensee for Hinkley Point C and a second proposed development at Sizewell 

C in Suffolk. Both projects use Areva’s EPR technology, giving a combined 

generating capacity of 6.4 GW. CGN has indicated its intent to seek approvals for 

Chinese designed Hualong One reactors to be built on the Bradwell site in Essex, 

where CGN plan to be the lead party holding a two-thirds stake in the project. 

Hinkley Point C will be capable of producing 7% of the UK’s electricity, enough for 

five million homes. 

Artist’s impression of the Hinkley Point C Power Station
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2. The Horizon Nuclear Power venture has developed plans for units with a 

combined capacity of 5.4 GW at Wylfa Newydd which is on the Isle of Anglesey, 

and Oldbury, in South Gloucestershire. In 2012, RWE npower and E.ON which had 

formed the joint venture, announced they would be pulling out of developing 

new nuclear power plants. Horizon was bought by Hitachi who announced it 

would build two Advanced Boiling Water Reactors (ABWRs) at the Wylfa site. The 

ABWR is currently going through Stage 3 of the Generic Design Assessment 

approval by the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) which is expected to be 

completed in 2017. The Wylfa Newydd project is expected to finalise approvals 

and make a Final Investment Decision by the end of 2018.

3. The third consortium is NuGeneration Ltd (NuGen), made up of Toshiba with 60% 

ownership and GDF Suez (now called Energie) with 40% ownership. NuGen plans 

to develop a new nuclear power station with up to 3.4 GW capacity at Moorside, 

near Sellafield, in West Cumbria, making it the largest single new nuclear project 

in Europe. The development will see the construction of three Westinghouse 

AP1000 reactors.  In 2011, the ONR and Environment Agency issued interim 

design acceptance for the AP1000 reactor design. A final investment decision is 

expected to be taken by the end of 2018. 

4. In addition to the six sites currently progressing new build projects two other 

sites, Hartlepool and Heysham in Lancashire, have been identified as having the 

potential for building new nuclear power stations.
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CHAPTER 4 - THE HINKLEY POINT C PROJECT

EDF Energy are the lead developer of the furthest advanced project Hinkley Point C 

(HPC). HPC will become one of Europe’s largest construction projects with a cost in 

the order of £18 billion, an estimated 5,600 construction jobs at peak, equating to 

25,000 individual job opportunities over the construction period, and once built an 

operational workforce of 900 during its 60-year operation. 

When Will Employers be Hiring Staff on the Hinkley Point C Nuclear Project 

Work on Hinkley C commenced soon after the Government's energy review agreed 

to a new generation of nuclear power plants in 2006. Since then the design of the 

EPR nuclear reactor received regulatory approval in 2012, a process that took 5 

years and planning permission based on the site specific design was received in 

2013. The project is now full steam ahead following EDF’s final investment decision 

in July 2016 and approval being received from the UK government in September 

2016. 

The construction programme has an overall duration of 10 years, with the first of 

the two reactors expected to come on line in 2025. Following their final investment 

decision EDF are now awarding contracts to their Tier 1 suppliers. Some suppliers 

have been working on the project design and constructability for many years as 

preferred bidders. This included preliminary / enabling works contracts to allow for 

the establishment of concrete batching plants, road improvements, park and ride 

facilities and commencement of earthworks. 

An overview of the expected timelines are detailed in the following diagram. 
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EDF Energy, is taking an active role in the management of the project assembling 

project management and project controls client teams at the construction site, in 

their offices in Bridgwater and at the project HQ in Bristol. 

Detailed design is expected to continue through the initial phases of construction 

providing opportunities for design staff including 3-D CAD designers. The initial 12 to 

18 months of the project will be focused on the provision of utilities to the site and 

undertaking the bulk earthworks. Other enabling works expected to be undertaken 

early in the project are the accommodation blocks and marine works used for 

materials and equipment delivery. The main civil works are anticipated to start 

ramping up in 2018 with structural concrete works commencing in 2019. 

M&E works on the main power plant are expected to start approximately 4 years 

into the project and ramp up to a peak in year 6. While there is an intent to optimise 

off-site works significant on-site welding will be required early in the M&E phase. 

It is anticipated that the construction workforce for Hinkley Point C will rise 

gradually to reach an estimated peak of 5,600 workers approximately 5 to 6 years 

into the build, with an intent to reskill and upskill staff employed at the early stages 

in order to retain them on the project. 

Although the main works resourcing needs are spread over a long timeline the 

enabling works contracts will commence early in the project and are of a significant 

scale in their own right so people interested in working on the Hinkley project 

should register their interest at an early stage. 

The projected build-up of construction staff split into high level worker categories is 

detailed in the following diagram.
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Job Opportunities for Local People and Logistics on Hinkley Point C 

EDF Energy aim to maximise the opportunities for local employment and they have 

established a number of initiatives to facilitate this. 

Training programmes across a wide range of construction roles is being undertaken 

through the Construction Industry Skills Centre, a collaboration between EDF and 

Bridgwater College to help equip local people with the skills needed.

EDF Energy have established a Professional Services Group that includes local 

recruitment companies and an employment brokerage scheme in association with 

the Job Centre to help the supply chain contractors to hire local people. 

Tier 1 contractors have committed to using permanent staff over relying on contract 

or temporary labour, where it is practical to do so. EDF has also committed 

contractors to train 500 apprentices over the course of the project. Union 

Agreements have been negotiated for the HPC project that provide frameworks for 

working conditions and pay.

For staff sourced from other regions within the UK or internationally, project 

accommodation blocks are being provided onsite and in Bridgwater. A2O People 

offer an employee relocation and settling in service which will assist employees 

looking to relocate to the Somerset area and would be particularly beneficial to 

overseas employers looking to relocate staff in the UK. 

Around a third of the construction jobs are targeted to go to local people as 

depicted by the two areas, local and regional in the following map. 

Image courtesy of EDF
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CHAPTER 5 - TRAINING AND SECURITY CLEARANCE REQUIRED

The Qualifications Needed on the Hinkley Point C Nuclear Project 

All employees working on the project will be expected to be suitably qualified and 

experienced (SQEP) with appropriate Employer training regimes in place to ensure 

that staff are kept up to date with the latest requirements. 

Role profiles detailing qualifications, competency and experience requirements will 

be developed by Employers and advised to employees as part of the hiring process. 

There will be opportunities for re-training and / or up-skilling of construction 

workers in order to retain them on the project.  

EDF have developed a trade competency matrix detailing the mandatory training 

qualifications required for different categories of worker in Appendix A page 48 of 

their Hinkley Point C Health, Safety & Environmental Standard.  

In general terms the standard requires 

• Site Managers to have SMSTS, PMSTS, IOSH Managing Safely, Construction Site 

Management NVQ Level 6. 

• Foreman / Ganger / Supervisors to have CITB / ECITB 2-day Site Supervisors 

Safety Training Scheme or IOSH Supervising Safely or CCNSG Supervisors Card.

• Scaffolders to have PASMA specific to the type of scaffolding to be erected and 

either CISRS Basic or Advanced depending on the scaffold to be erected.

• Plant / Crane Operators to have CPCS or NPORS for the specific category of plant 

to be operated.

• Fabricators and welders to have the appropriate ECITB ACE Card.

• Electrical workers to meet the training and qualifications detailed in the Joint 

Industry Board for the Electrical Contracting Industry grading system. 

“While working in the nuclear sector is different many similar 

skill sets to those of the workforce involved in major 

infrastructure projects will be required”
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The Hinkley Point C Application, Vetting and Onboarding Process

Due to the significance of any security breach or error occurring during the 

construction of nuclear power plant projects a higher level of onboarding and 

security vetting is required as part of the hiring process. 

Health & Safety Requirements 

Health and safety requirements include completing a CCNSG Safety Passport or 

having a CSCS card dated after April 2012. 

• CCNSG Safety Passport

In order to obtain a CCNSG Safety Passport you need to complete a two day 

training course and pass a test. There are a number of companies offering the 

course including Bridgwater College who are an approved training provider. You 

can find out more at Bridgewater College CCNSG course.

• CSCS Card

The CSCS card (Construction Skills Certification Scheme) provides proof that 

individuals working on construction sites have the required training and 

qualifications for the type of work they carry out. There are different types of 

CSCS cards dependent upon your job role. You can use the following online card 

finder to find out which card you require Online Card Finder and find out more 

information on applying for CSCS cards here.
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Triple Bar and Supervisor Checks

Prior to commencing work on site workers need to have undertaken a Triple Bar 

course and The Triple bar nuclear new build sites (TBNNBS) test. Competency 

assessments will be undertaken for each supervisor attending site. All line 

management working on the HPC Project must attend a one day EDF Energy 

Supervisors’ Safety Behaviour Workshop. 

Security Vetting 

Security arrangements include the vetting of employees and the handling of 

information. The Employer will advise which information needs to be securely 

managed and what levels of physical and electronic protection for different types of 

information are required. Depending on the role one of 5 levels of vetting of 

personnel will apply:

• Counter-Terrorist Check (CTC)  

• Baseline Personnel Security Standard (BPSS)  

• Security Check (SC)  

• Security Check Enhanced (SCE)  

• Developed Vetting (DV)

The Vetting Clearance Standard for the majority of jobs on the construction of 

nuclear new build projects will be BPSS along with background checks such as 

Disclosure Scotland. Basic Disclosure Scotland needs to be dated within 90 days of 

the employees start date. The Baseline Personnel Security Standard pre-

employment check will require a three year work history. 

Pre-employment Checks

Interviewing and pre-employment checks include proof to work in the UK and 

undertaking two reference checks. Employers need to verify that workers are 

Suitably Qualified and Experienced and check that their qualifications are valid. 

New employees will also need to complete an Occupational Health Questionnaire, 

and a Drug & Alcohol test from a UKAS provider dated within 4 weeks of their 

induction (random testing is undertaken once employment commences). 
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Should I Progress Training and Security Requirements Before Securing 

Employment?

Candidates could progress some of the training and security checks prior to 

securing employment. While this may provide an advantage during the 

selection process the following would require a time and financial 

commitment without any guarantee of securing work on the project. 

• 2 Day CCNSG – the cost may vary depending on the provider – Bridgwater 

College offer the 2 day CCNSG course for £185. The 1 day renewal and 

supervisor courses cost £101. 

• The appropriate CSCS card and HS&E Test - CSCS cards cost £30 and the 

separate CITB Health, Safety and Environment test costs £19.50.

• Triple Bar course – the on-line training is free – the CITB undertake The 

Triple bar nuclear new build sites (TBNNBS) test - costs £19.50

• Basic Disclosure Scotland has a £25 application fee and needs to be 

renewed after 90 days so you may want to wait until you are confident of 

securing a role on the project before applying 
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CHAPTER 6 - THE REGULATION & LEGISLATION 

The civil nuclear industry is one of the most highly regulated industries in the UK. 

Before a new nuclear reactor can be built the operator must obtain a number 

permissions from The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR), the Environment 

Agency (EA), and Government, through the Department of Energy & Climate 

Change Secretary of State.

The Approval Process

The ONR, an agency of the Health & Safety Executive (HSE), is responsible for 
licensing and permissioning proposed new sites for nuclear power stations and 
regulates safety, security and radioactive materials transport.

Proposed reactor designs undergo a thorough and rigorous assessment by UK 

regulators before construction can begin. The ONR and the EA, undertake a process 

called Generic Design Assessment (GDA) of any proposed technology. Generic 

Design Assessment enables the safety, security and environmental implications of 

new nuclear power station designs to be assessed before applying that design at a 

particular site. The GDA can take in the order of 4 years to complete. A second 

phase of regulatory assessment is undertaken on site specific proposals to construct 

and operate a power station based on a design which had been through GDA. 
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The wider approvals process includes ‘regulatory justification’, where the project 

must be shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State that its social, economic 

or other benefits outweigh any potential health detriments. A nuclear site licence 

from the ONR, and a Development Consent Order equivalent to giving ‘planning 

permission’ from the Secretary of State must also be received.

In order to assure the safety of nuclear installations in the UK, ONR works on a 

system of regulatory control based on a robust licensing process. A set of 36 

Standard Conditions, covering design, construction, operation and 

decommissioning, is attached to each licence, which in effect also impose 

restrictions on any modification or alteration to the Plant.  

Before a permit for the disposal of radioactive waste can be issued, a favourable 

opinion must be obtained from the European Commission on whether such 

disposals are liable to result in radioactive contamination of the water, soil or 

airspace of another EU Member State.

The Energy Act 2008 legislated to ensure that operators of new nuclear power 

stations will have secure financing arrangements in place to meet the full costs of 

decommissioning and their full share of waste management and disposal costs. 

The operator’s Funded Decommissioning Programme must be approved by the 

Secretary of State.
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Health & Safety

The legal framework for the nuclear industry is based around the Health and 

Safety at Work Act 1974 (HSWA), the Energy Act 2013 and the Nuclear 

Installations Act 1965. HSWA places duties on all employers, including those in 

the nuclear industry, to look after the health and safety of both their employees 

and the public. However, because of the particular hazards associated with the 

nuclear industry, including the potential for accidents to cause widespread harm 

and social disruption, the ONR acts on behalf of the HSE on nuclear sites and 

specific legislation is provided in the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 which aims 

to: 

 PROTECT the health and safety of staff, the public and the environment 

 PREVENT accidents occurring (& limit consequences if they do)

 PROVIDE financial protection for the public if an accident occurs

The Ionising Radiations Regulations 1999 provides for protection of workers, 

while the Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and Public Information) 

Regulations (REPPIR), ensures the industry is prepared for emergency situations.
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Security

ONR regulates security at all civil nuclear sites. It is concerned with physical security of 

nuclear material on-site and in transit as well as information security. ONR also has a 

role in relation to personnel security, requiring the vetting of persons who have access 

to nuclear sites or nuclear information. The holder of a nuclear site licence is required 

to submit a nuclear site security plan, which must be approved by ONR at the time 

that the licence is granted. 

Managing Risks 

A number of factors combine to ensure the safety of a nuclear site:

• a robust design with limits and conditions for operation;

• a rigorous operating regime with peer checking, self-assessment, training 

accreditation and internal oversight; 

• an experienced internal regulatory group within the licensee’s organisation; 

• external peer review of the licensee from organisations such as the World 

Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) and the Institute of Nuclear Power 

Operations (INPO). Lessons learnt from incidents across the world are assessed 

and communicated by WANO who also undertake proactive benchmarking 

checks to ensure a culture of continuous improvement; 

• oversight by a strong independent external regulator (ONR) staffed by highly 

trained, qualified professionals undertaking site inspection and technical 

assessment work. As well as a rigorous internal assurance process, the regulator’s 

performance is monitored via international peer review (eg by the IAEA).
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The nuclear industry employs the concept of defence in depth where all safety 

activities, whether organisational, behavioural or equipment related, are subject to 

multiple levels of protection, so that if a failure should occur it would be 

compensated for or corrected without causing harm. 

For any operation that may affect safety, licensees are required to produce an 

adequate safety case.  The ‘defence in depth’ approach within ONR’s Safety 

Assessment Principles (SAPs) are used to judge the adequacy of licensees’ safety 

cases and ensure that risks are kept “as low as reasonably practicable” (the ALARP 

principle). 

Nuclear licensed organisations are expected to develop frameworks that detail 

policy, best practice, the expected response of individuals and managerial 

responsibilities. Requirements over and above typical construction sites include 

implementing high levels of site security and ensuring a fitness for duty of all staff 

through regular alcohol and drugs testing. These must flow down in a consistent 

manner throughout the supply chain for all contractors working on a nuclear site. 

The Office for Nuclear Regulation website is a great resource if you would like to 

learn more about regulation in the nuclear industry.
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CHAPTER 7 - NUCLEAR POWER TECHNOLOGY

Nuclear power stations utilise a process called nuclear fission and work in the same 

way as traditional thermal power stations creating the heat needed to change water 

into steam which drives a turbine connected to an electric generator. The word 

fission means to split apart. Materials that can fission following absorption of a 

neutron of any energy are referred to as fissile. 

The diagram below gives a representation of how this works.

Fission reactions take place inside the fuel in a nuclear reactor. When the Uranium 

235 atom splits it releases additional neutrons, which can then split other Uranium 

235 atoms, creating a chain reaction that is self-sustaining. Certain conditions are 

created to enable the chain reaction to occur including controlling the number of 

neutrons and their speed. 

Decay Heat. Unlike a conventional power station the nuclear reaction of fission 

keeps producing heat in the reactor, even after shutdown. This is called decay heat.

Different fuel isotopes have different half-lives. A half-life is a measure of the 

amount of time it takes for a radioactive element to decay.
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Reactor Design Features

There are a number of different types of reactor but they all have 4 main design 

features: 

The nuclear fuel. The fuel for a nuclear power station is uranium ore. Uranium is not 

a rare metal, it is about as abundant as tin and is mined from the ground. Uranium 

as a natural ore does not contain enough particles of Uranium 235 that are able to 

undergo the fissile process (0.7% U-235, the remaining 99.3% is U-238). The 

uranium is therefore processed by using a centrifuge to separate out the heavier 

particles and enriched into pellets about the same size as your finger tip. Each pellet 

over a seven year period in a nuclear reactor can provide the same amount of 

energy as a tonne of coal. The process by which uranium ore is mined, processed, 

enriched, used, possibly reprocessed and disposed of is known as the nuclear fuel 

cycle. 

The Cladding. The pellets are surrounded with cladding to separate the fuel from 

the coolant (keep it contained), increase the heat transfer between the fuel and the 

coolant, and hold the fuel in the correct configuration in the reactor. The pellets are 

loaded into a long tube called a fuel pin. Before being put in the reactor they are 

combined into a group called a fuel element, or a Grid Assembly. The cladding is 

made of Stainless Steel (AGR) or Zircalloy (PWR).

An AGR fuel pin 1m long       An AGR fuel element                     A PWR grid assembly
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The Moderator. The chance of a nuclear reaction occurring is improved if the 

neutrons are travelling at the right speed, so in a nuclear reactor a moderator is 

used to slow down the neutrons. The moderator does not absorb the neutron but 

slows it down as the neutron collides into it. Different reactor designs from different 

companies use different moderators. Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors (AGR) use 

graphite (carbon) as the moderator but in some designs Pressurised Water Reactors 

(PWR) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) the moderator used is water (hydrogen).

Control rods are used in nuclear reactors to control the fission rate. They are 

composed of chemical elements that are capable of absorbing many neutrons 

without themselves fissioning. Pushing the control rod deeper into the reactor will 

reduce its power output, and extracting the control rod will increase it. 

The Coolant. The purpose of the primary coolant is to transfer heat from the fuel 

element (via the clad surface) to the steam-raising system. In AGRs the Primary 

coolant is a gas (Carbon Dioxide), but in other reactors PWRs and BWRs the primary 

coolant is water. The coolant is circulated past the reactor core to absorb the heat 

that it generates. The heat is carried away from the reactor and is then used to 

generate steam. Some reactor systems employ a cooling system that is physically 

separated from the water, as in PWR’s, however, in some reactors the water is 

boiled directly by the reactor core, for example in BWR’s.

The following diagram provides a very basic overview of how one type of reactor, a 

PWR, works. 
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Types of Reactor

The more common types of reactor include: 

1. Magnox – ‘First Generation’ gas-cooled reactor (GCR) that uses carbon dioxide 

as coolant, graphite as a neutron moderator and natural uranium fuel in a 

magnesium alloy cladding. The GCR was able to use natural uranium as fuel, 

without relying on other countries for supplies of enriched uranium. The first 

Magnox reactors were designed principally to produce plutonium for nuclear 

weapons.

2. Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) – British designed ‘Second generation’ 

nuclear reactors, characterised by a system in which steam generated inside 

the reactor is directly passed to the turbine, simplifying the process of energy 

production. Similar to the first generation reactors they use graphite as the 

neutron moderator and carbon dioxide as coolant. The AGR operates at a 

higher gas temperature for improved thermal efficiency, but requires stainless 

steel fuel cladding to withstand the higher temperature, and enriched uranium 

fuel. 

The AGR Reactor

1. Charge Tube

2. Fuel control rods

3. Graphite Moderator

4. Fuel Rods

5. Concrete Pressure Vessel

6. Gas Circulator

7. Water

8. Boiler Feed Pump

9. Boiler

10. Steam
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3. Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) – BWRs are the world’s second most 

common type of reactor that uses demineralized water as a coolant 

and neutron moderator, like a PWR, but at a lower pressure, which allows the 

water to boil inside the pressure vessel. Unlike a PWR, there is no secondary 

loop. The steam is directly used to drive a turbine, after which it is cooled in 

a condenser and converted back to liquid water. This water is then returned to 

the reactor core, completing the loop. BWR’s are seen as simpler in design 

compared with PWR’s, can have a higher thermal efficiency and currently have 

a better record of being built on time and within budget.

4. Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) – PWRs are the most common type of 

nuclear reactor. These reactors use a pressure vessel to contain the nuclear 

fuel, control rods, moderator, and coolant. They use enriched uranium oxide 

fuel, clad in zirconium alloy. Some designs can use fuel that consumes 

constituents of spent fuel produced by other reactors. In contrast to a BWR 

with one coolant loop, heat is transferred to a lower pressure secondary 

coolant without mixing the two fluids and pressure in the primary coolant loop 

prevents the water from boiling within the reactor. The design of PWR’s can be 

seen as providing higher inherent safety mechanisms, however, pressurising 

the coolant water requires high strength piping, a heavy pressure vessel, and 

additional high pressure components increasing construction costs and the 

complexity of a PWR.  

The Pressurised Water Reactor
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5. Fusion reactors - All current nuclear power plants are critical fission reactors, 

however, ITER a large-scale scientific demonstration plant is under construction 

in France to develop the technological and scientific feasibility of fusion energy.

6. Next generation reactors – a number of new reactors are under development, 

Generation IV reactors are categorised as being deployable no later than 2030 

and offering significant advances in sustainability, safety, reliability, and 

economics.

The 6 current nuclear new build sites in the UK propose the following technologies:

1. An EPR design is proposed by EDF for the Hinkley and Sizewell sites. The EPR is 

a third generation PWR design offered by the French company Areva, which is 

now part of EDF. 

2. The AP-1000 is a PWR sold by Westinghouse Electric Company and is proposed 

by NuGen, for the Moorside plant, near Sellafield. 

3. The UK ABWR (Advanced Boiling Water Reactor) offered by GE Hitachi is 

proposed by Horizon Nuclear Power for two sites at Wylfa and Oldbury. 

4. The Chinese designed Hualong One reactors to be built on the Bradwell site in 

Essex.
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Spent Fuel Management

About a quarter to a third of the total fuel load of 

a reactor is removed from the core every 12 to 24 

months and replaced with fresh fuel. Spent fuel 

that has been removed from a reactor is 

ordinarily stored in a water-filled spent fuel pool 

for a year or more in order to cool it and provide 

shielding from its radioactivity. The fuel pool 

water is continuously cooled to remove the heat 

produced by the spent fuel assemblies. A general 

division is 80% / 20% of low level / high level 

waste, and one reactor produces roughly 12 m³ of 

high level waste annually.

The spent fuel is then sent for reprocessing or dry 

cask storage. Most of the UK's higher-activity 

radioactive waste is currently held in storage at 

Sellafield with current government proposals 

indicating a preference for geological disposal. A 

dry nuclear fuel store is scheduled for completion 

at Sizewell B in 2016. 
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Other Design Considerations

Plants are often located on the coast in order to provide a ready source of cooling water. 

As a consequence the design needs to take the risk of flooding into account and where 

the plants are located in seismically active zones their design needs to consider the risk 

of earthquakes and tsunamis.

The level of complexity inherent in a nuclear power station is dictated by the automatic 

and manual systems needed to shut the fission reaction down if monitoring detects 

unsafe conditions. To ensure that radioactivity is not released, nuclear power stations 

employ the barriers of controlling, cooling and containment. 

A significant cost is associated with the containment with many reactors equipped with a 

dome of concrete to protect the reactor against both internal casualties and external 

impacts, which can consist of concrete walls with a total thickness of up to 2.6 meters. 



CHAPTER 8 - THE PEOPLE AND CULTURAL ISSUES

The nuclear industry directly employs almost 55,000 professionals in the UK. A Jobs 

Map and the range of organisations and bodies that constitute the UK civil nuclear 

industry is detailed by the Nuclear Industry Association on their website 

http://www.niauk.org/nia-industry-maps.

The need to attract skilled people to the nuclear industry - The scale of the 

industry’s new build aspirations, the length of time since construction of Sizewell C 

the last new build project and the high average age of the existing nuclear workforce 

(2/3 of the existing workforce will retire over the next 15 years) are driving a growing 

need to attract new people to the industry. 

Why Work in Nuclear

1. Nuclear new build provides an excellent career opportunity, there is an 

element of prestige working on some of Europe’s largest projects that will be 

seen as a standard of excellence within the industry and be viewed favourably 

by future employers. 

2. Nuclear new build provides employment stability with typical construction 

durations between 7 and 10 years, a stated intent to retain employees during 

the construction phase, if necessary through retraining, and the potential of 

moving into the operations and maintenance teams. 

3. Nuclear new build will potentially attract good rates of pay. The increased 

demand and projected skills shortage created by the projects may increase the 

rates of pay for candidates that meet the hiring criteria. 
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What Makes Working in Nuclear Different 

The nuclear industry is different to other construction sectors due to the potentially 

significant impacts of any error that occurs. 

This drives the need for greater levels of regulatory oversight, heightened security 

arrangements, more in-depth training, checking and contingency planning, a strict 

adherence to procedures and a focus on individual employee behaviours. 

Nuclear Safety Culture

Nuclear power plants are designed, built, and operated to produce power in a safe, 

reliable, and efficient manner. People behaviours are recognised as an important 

aspect in ensuring the prevention of mistakes, accidents and incidents.

One of the key ways that behaviours are influenced is by the culture within the 

organisation. In the Nuclear Industry there is now an internationally accepted 

culture that is cultivated as best practice, termed “Nuclear Safety Culture”. The 

World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) defines it as “An organisation’s 

values and behaviours – modelled by its leaders and internalised by its members –

that serve to make nuclear safety the overriding priority”. 

Probably the most important indication of a strong nuclear safety culture is the 

extent to which employees are actively involved in safety and quality on a daily 

basis. If there is little involvement, with safety solely dependent on safety 

specialists, then it may be concluded that the organisation has not sufficiently 

engaged its people in the basic principles of safe working. 

A strong nuclear safety culture is observable, tangible and demonstrated by all staff. 

This is the “doing things right” culture that emphasises personnel safety and the 

safety of the plant above any competing demands. It becomes “what people do 

when no one is looking” and where deviating from procedures is totally 

unacceptable at an individual, peer group and organisational level.
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1. Everyone is personally responsible for 
nuclear safety.

• Reporting relationships, positional 
authority, staffing, and financial 
resources support nuclear safety 
responsibilities. 

“You have personal responsibility”

2. Leaders demonstrate commitment to 
safety.

• Executive and senior managers are the 
leading advocates of nuclear safety and 
demonstrate their commitment both in 
word and action. 

“High levels of leadership and oversight”

3. Trust permeates the organisation

• A high level of trust is established in the 
organisation, fostered, in part, through 
timely and accurate communication. 

“It’s a respectful work environment with 
open communication”

4. Decision-making reflects safety first.

• Personnel are systematic and rigorous 
in making decisions that support safe, 
reliable plant construction and 
operation. Employees are encouraged 
to stop and ask if in doubt over actions 
to be taken.

“Decision processes prioritise safety”

5. Nuclear technology is recognised as 

special and unique.

• The special characteristics of nuclear 
technology are taken into account in all 
decisions and actions. 

“Do whatever it takes to keep the nuclear 
plant operating safely”

6. A questioning attitude is cultivated.

• Individuals demonstrate a questioning 
attitude by challenging assumptions, 
investigating anomalies, and considering 
potential adverse consequences of planned 
actions.

“You are expected to have a questioning 
attitude”

7. Organisational learning is embraced.

• The capacity to learn from experience is 
well developed. Training, self-assessments, 
corrective actions and benchmarking are 
used to stimulate learning.

“Continuous learning and improvement is 
embraced”

8. Nuclear safety undergoes constant 
examination.

• Oversight is used to strengthen nuclear 

safety and improve performance through a 

variety of monitoring techniques including 

independent peer review.

“Oversight is expected on all critical activities”

There are 8 internationally accepted principles of a strong nuclear safety culture:
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Nuclear Professionalism

Nuclear Professionalism is not only defining the behaviours required but also 

putting in place a set of tools that are embedded into an organisation’s processes 

and management practices.

In order to achieve the expected standards of professionalism, the Nuclear Industry 

employ Suitably Qualified and Experienced People (SQEP), and train them to follow 

the procedures, achieve the right standards and display the right behaviours.

Work on site operates under a Zero Harm Health & Safety Policy where everyone on 

site is expected to be proactive in dealing with hazards and to help create a harm-

free workplace. 

This is taken to a higher level in nuclear, for example when undertaking first-time, 

sensitive, or complex tasks, where mockups are used to practice and validate the 

tasks before full production begins.  For such tasks, readiness reviews are used to 

verify the state of preparedness as well as to validate worker training and 

qualifications. There is constant oversight and scrutiny encapsulated in a robust 

quality assurance programme. 

Staff have stop-work authority for immediate safety concerns. Where unsafe 

behaviours are observed psychological profiling and root cause analysis are assessed 

to determine the individuals ability to continue working on the site.  
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Human Performance

In the Nuclear Industry there is significant emphasis placed on the individual 

responsiveness and attitudes in maintaining Nuclear Safety. 

The Nuclear Industry uses five principles of Human Performance:

1. People are fallible, and even the best people make mistakes. Human 

Performance should not be the sole control to manage activities critical to plant or 

equipment safety. Other additional defences should be in place to back up an 

individual’s performance such as Quality Systems, Peer Review and Checking 

Processes as well as physical back-up systems.

2. Error-likely situations are predictable, manageable, and preventable. 

Recognising error traps and actively communicating these hazards to others to 

manage situations proactively and prevent errors and incidents. 

3. Individual behaviour is influenced by organisational processes and values. Poor 

management and control systems are often the root causes of human performance 

problems by applying time pressures, having poorly written control processes and 

providing a poor working environment.

4. People achieve high levels of performance largely because of the 

encouragement and reinforcement received from leaders. Management has a key 

role in enforcing good behaviour and discouraging poor behaviour.

5. Events can be avoided through an understanding of the reasons mistakes occur 
and application of the lessons learned from past events (or errors). Improvement 
in Human Performance has historically been the outcome of corrective actions 
derived from an analysis of past events and mistakes.
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Error Reduction Techniques

Robust management of work execution using error prevention tools has been shown 

to significantly reduce the frequency of errors occurring on nuclear plant. A series of 

tools have been developed that form a set of barriers or “defence in depth”.

The 10 Error Reduction Tools employed in the nuclear industry are:

• Pre-Job Briefs

• Review of Operating Experience

• Procedure Use and Adherence

• Self Checking – the STAR (Stop Think Act Review) Principal

• Maintaining a Questioning Attitude

• Peer Checking of Work

• Independent Verification

• Clarity of Communication Techniques

• Post Job Brief

• Task Observation / Coaching
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WHAT TO DO NEXT

Engineers and Construction Professionals can submit your CV to explore the job 

opportunities available or enrol in our New 2 Nuclear Job Seekers Programme 

where one on one coaching is provided to give candidates the best possible 

chance of success in securing a career move into the nuclear industry. 

If you would like to learn more about the UK nuclear industry visit the 

resources section of our website, sign up for our Newsletter or visit our blog page 

to receive valuable tips on how to be successful in your nuclear job search.

You can also follow us on social media 

Nuclear construction will provide an exciting career opportunity in the UK so 

please share this e-book with your friends and colleagues.

Images courtesy of EDF Energy, The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

and The Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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